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1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this WCAP addendum is to develop an effective thermal conductivity (klff) model for use
in determining the thermal conductivity of the inorganic zinc (IOZ) coating system, and to assess/quantify
the degradation effects, if any, that could affect the thermal performance of the IOZ coating over the
design lifetime of the API000® plant. The premise of the method is that if a higher value of thermal
conductivity than that used in the current analysis is determined, then the heat transfer is better than that
modeled in the current analysis, which is conservative.

This methodology will not be used tojustify a higher value of thermal conductivity for the 1OZ system,
but rather will demonstrate that the current assumed value in the approved methodology and the API000
plant containment integrity analyses is conservative with respect to thermal conductivity degradation
associated with oxidation of the coating system.

1.1 BACKGROUND

WCAP-15846/APP-SSAR-GSC-587 (Reference 1) provides the thermal conductivity value of the IOZ
coating to use for application to the API000 plant in support of containment response analyses. To
conservatively account for the oxidation of the IOZ constituent of the IOZ coating system, the
methodology contained in subsection 10.2.1 of Reference I stipulates that the overall thermal
conductivity of the coating system is reduced by a factor of 4 to conservatively account for the effects of
oxidation. This assumption is predicated on the premise that the thermal conductivity of the overall
coating system varies directly proportional to the performance of the zinc constituent. This is a
conservative but non-mechanistic asstniption, because the coating system thermal performance is dictated
by the total constituents of the coating system, and not solely by the performance of the zinc. Upon
investigation there appears to be no technical basis for the factor of 4 reduction in the coating thermal
conductivity. The original method assumed there would be some sort of degradation in thermal
conductivity associated with the oxidation of zinc, but a mechanistic method for determining the extent of
that degradation was never presented.

1.1.1 IOZ System Constituents

The AP 1000 plant Design Control Document (DCD) Table 6.2.1 .1-8 specifies the value of IOZ thermal
conductivity to use in the licensing basis containment integrity analyses as 0.302 Bttuhr-ft-°F. Based on
discussions with an IOZ coating system vendor (Reference 2), a typical IOZ coating system contains the
following bulk constituents by volume fraction:

arb,c

AP1000 is a trademark or registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, its aftiliates and/or its
subsidiaries in the United States of America and may be registered in other countries throughout the world. All
rights reserved. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Approximately 2 percent volume fraction is represented by coloring agents like titanium oxide (TiO 2).

1.1.2 Model Background

There is a substantial amount of work available in the open literature regarding keff models of
multiconstituent particle systems and complex porous media. Reference 3 provides a good review of
widely accepted thermal conductivity models. These include but are not limited to:

* Parallel model
* Maxwell-Eucken 1
* Effective medium theory (EMT) model
* Maxwell-Eucken 2
* Series model

In addition to the above mentioned models, one of the most widely accepted empirical thermal
conductivity models is that of Krischer (Reference 4). However, Krischer's model includes an empirical
shape factor (Z) for which test data are required to implement.

1.1.3 Model Discussion

Parallel Model

Implementation of the parallel model will yield the highest value of keff because this model assumes the
highest thennal conductivity constituents are in contact with each other, and thus the overall model
thermal conductivity is dictated by the constituent with the highest thermal conductivity due to direct
conduction of the high conductivity constituents. The formula for calculating ket- from the parallel model
is:

k o.o,. :,,,, ki
(1)

where:

kparaii= the effective thermal conductivity calculated by the parallel model
i = subscript denoting ith constituent
I = total number of constituents
ni = volumne fraction of ih constituent

ki = thermal conductivity of ith constituent

Maxwell-Eucken 1 and 2

The Maxwell-Eucken models are discussed in Reference 3 and assume a dispersion of small spheres
within a continuous matrix. Whether the high or low constituent forms the dispersed or continuous phase
determines which Maxwell-Eucken model to implement. These models are not ideal for modeling the

WCAP- I 5846-NP Addendum I October 2013
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IOZ system because they are limited to a two-constituent system. As identified in subsection 1.2.1, the
IOZ system contains six constituent groups. Since the Maxwell-Eucken models are not easily expanded to
more than two constituents, they cannot be used for determining the effective thermal conductivity of the
IOZ system.

Effective Medium Theory

The EMT assumes that the constituent distribution is completely random and homogeneously dispersed
within the particulate system, but that a loose coupling of individual constituents exists. This theory in
principle is expandable from the Reference 3 model and is given by:

k, - kEArf =o

k, + 2kEAT

where:

kEN4T = the effective thermal conductivity calculated by the EMT method
i = subscript denoting ith constituent

I = total number of constituents
ni = volume fraction of ith constituent
ki = thermal conductivity of ith constituent

Once again, it is important to note that the EMT model assumes a loose thennal coupling of the individual
constituents within the structure.

Harmonic Series

The harmonic series model assumes the particle constituents are settled in layers within the structure and
that the heat flux must conduct through each layer independently. The keff calculated by the harmonic
series model is dominated by the lowest thermal conductivity particulate constituent. The relation for the
harmonic series model is:

kseries=X1 1nki

where:

kseries = effective thermal conductivity calculated by the series model
ni = volume fraction of ih constituent

ki = thermal conductivity of ith constituent

Krischer Model

The Krischer model is an empirically developed model based on the combination of series and parallel
models. The empirical component of the Krischer model specifies a weighting factor that relates the

WCAP-I 5846-NP Addendum 1 October 2013
Revision 0
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structure of the system to the combined parallel and series models. The drawback to the Krischer model is
that empirical data for measured effective thermal conductivity is required for implementation. The
equation for calculating the effective thermal conductivity from the Krischer model is:

1

kxiscer 
I n 1Z

i = k i E = 1 Il~ i k i

where:

kKrischer

ni
ki
Z

= calculated effective thermal conductivity from the Krischer model
= volume fraction of ih constituent
= thermal conductivity of ih constituent
= empirical weighting (distribution) factor

It is important to note that a Z value of 0 means that the Krischer model reduces to the parallel model, and
conversely, a Z value of 1 means the Krischer model reduces to the harmonic series model. In the
presence of empirical data for measured effective thermal conductivity, and provided the thermal
conductivity and volume fraction of each constituent is known, it is possible to solve for the empirical
weighting factor Z.

WCAP-15846-NP Addendum I October 2013
Revision 0
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2 METHODOLOGY

2.1.1 Method Discussion

Subsection 1.1.2 displays and discusses various forms of effective thermal conductivity models that can
be used to determine the effective thermal conductivity of a multiple-component material. Each method
has drawbacks and advantages. The parallel, series, and EMT methods prescribe models that allow for
direct calculation of keiT, provided that the structure of the material is known and the appropriate model
can be selected based on the structure of the material. The Krischer model allows for an empirical
calculation of ktff provided that test data speficying the value of ke-f exist. The advantage of the Krischer
model is that the exact material structure need not be known.

The open literature contains numerous proposed kef- models (References 5-8) where attempts are made to
discern the shape or weighting factor that is analogous to determining how the individual constituents are
arranged and how they contribute to the overall keff of the material. Some proposed models attempt to
account for random distribution of particles, variations in size of particles, and even variations in shapes
of particles. However, one thing is common among all proposed models, and that is for complex
multi constituent materials, a distribution or weighting function relating the structure of the material is
required to yield an accurate prediction of thermal conductivity.

a.c

Figure 2-1 [ ]as'

Carboline 11 HSN is/are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owner. Other names may be
trademarks of their respective owners.

a,c
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],b " This is due to the apparent random nature of the coating. A pure parallel or harnonic series is

not applicable because the constituent structure is random and amorphous, or unrepeatable. The

Maxwell-Eucken 1 and 2 models are not applicable because the coating structure contains at least five
constituents, and the Maxwell-Eucken 1 and 2 models are only viable for a maximum of two constituents
or phases.

2.1.2 Considerations

2.1.2.1 Model Applicability

Figure 2-2 (Reference 3) demonstrates graphically the physical representation of the models. The
parallel and series models are well defined and applicable to rigid and repeatable structures. Figure 2-1
demonstrates that the coating structure, while rigid, is not repeatable. Figure 2-2 also shows the
Maxwell-Eucken 1 and 2 models are only viable for two constituents or two-phase systems. The EMT
method appears to physically represent both a random and amorphous structure, which could potentially
be capable of adequately characterizing the coating structure. However, it is important to note
Reference 4 indicates that there is a loose coupling of constituent phases from the EMT model.
Figure 2-3 (Reference 4) shows the transport of the heat flux vectors (in red) associated with the EMT
model. This indicates that while the high conductivity constituents are not in direct contact, there does
exist a "loose coupling" between high conductivity constituents. Due to this phenomenon, the EMT will
probably predict a higher than actual value of thermal conductivity, especially if the low conductivity

constituents represent a large disparity (order of magnitude) between associated constituent conductivity
values.

WCAP- 15846-NP Addendum I October 2013
Revision 0
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Figure 2-2 Physical Interpretation of Accepted keff Models

wk,
I k2

Figure 2-3 Heat Flux Vectors in EMT Model
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However, the EMT approach will be attempted because if successful, it will provide a purely analytical
prediction capability without a semi-empirical treatment of the widely used Krischer model.

The Krischer model is a combined semi-empirical model that allows for fitting of the model to nearly any
application provided empirical data are available to solve for the appropriate value of the structural
weighting factor Z. The literature refers to the Krischer model as a "flexible" model due to its ability to be
tuned to nearly any application if an appropriate value of Z can be determined. Fortunately, Reference 12
contains thermal conductivity test data for all three approved coating systems used for the AP1000 plant.
The thermal conductivity tests were performed in accordance with American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) E1530 and an approved Title 10 of the code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50,
Appendix B program. Therefore, as Reference 3 indicates, a very common approach for determining
effective thermal conductivity is to use an empirical weighting between the parallel and series models
(often referred to as the Weiner bounds), because these models represent the minimum and maximum
thermal conductivity that can be achieved by a heterogeneous material. The drawback to the Krischer
model is that empirical data are required to determine Z; however, if empirical data exist and the
weighting factor can be accurately attuned, then the Krischer model gives excellent agreement with the
data (Reference 3 and 4).

The Krischer model became well known in its application for food engineering drying technology. Food
is often considered a complex fluid due to the multiple constituents associated with its composition.
However, References 3 and 4 substantiate the Krischer model application to any heterogeneous material,
including porous materials, provided that the shape factor can be accurately determined.

2.1.2.2 Additional Considerations on Passive Containment Cooling System Performance

Some additional considerations that need to be addressed in the implementation of this model are:

* Impact on wettability due to air porosity reduction

* Impact on external containment vessel (CV) heat flux to the passive containment cooling system
(PCS) fluid associated with coating growth

WCAP- 15846-NP Addendum I October 2013
Revision 0
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]a~b~c This makes sense, because wettability is quantified by the magnitude of the three-phase angle

between the characteristic water droplet, the solid surface, and the atmospheric gas (air): a reduction in
the porosity within the cross section of the coating will have no impact on the "surface" wetting
characteristics.

a~c

The following justification will demonstrate that the air porosity more than accommodates any potential
for coating growth.

Reference 11 provides the [ ]ab,c,
respectively. Reference 2 provides the volume fraction of zinc in the newly applied coating as [

]a,. The density ratio can be used to determine the volumetric increase

associated with complete oxidation of the zinc constituent:

E
a,c

I
I

]"cto:

I
a,c

11
I

Ia~c
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a,b,c

Figure 2-4 [ r bx

2.1.3 Method Implementation

To effectively model the degradation effects due to oxidation of the IOZ constituent of the coating system,
a combined multi-stage approach should be implemented.

1. Reference 4 communicates the widely accepted method of determining an effective thermal
conductivity. This method begins with the calculation of the Weiner bounds. This will be done to
confirm the tested value of the coating thermal conductivity (Reference 12) is within the expected
bounds formed by the parallel and series models (minimum and maximum theoretical values of
the coating thermal conductivity). If the tested value of the coating thermal conductivity is not
within the Weiner bounds, then certain constituents of the coating system have been left out or
neglected. Further investigation into the coating constituents is required before proceeding:

a. Calculate the material thermal conductivity of a new coating application with the parallel
model.

b. Calculate the material thermal conductivity of a new coating application with the series
model.

c. Confirm that the measured thermal conductivity lies within the Weiner bounds.

WCAP-15846-NP Addendum I October 2013
Revision 0
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2. In theory, it is advantageous to have an analytical model that will allow for prediction of
effective thermal conductivity. Due to the random distribution of the material constituents, the
EMT model should be used to determine if it is a viable application for prediction of effective
thermal conductivity. An uncertainty tolerance of 5 percent is recommended as compared to test
data. The 5 percent is a recommendation based on engineering judgment. The uncertainty
tolerance should be low enough that the combined uncertainty propagated throughout the method
application would not yield a lower value than that assumed in the plant design basis analyses.

a. Calculate the material thermal conductivity using the EMT model.

b. Confirm that the EMT model is within the 5 percent uncertainty tolerance criterion. If the
uncertainty tolerance criterion is met, proceed to Step 4; otherwise, proceed to Step 3.

3. If the uncertainty tolerance criterion is not satisfied in Step 2, then the EMT model is not accurate
enough to implement. In this scenario, the empirical treatment afforded by implementation of the
Krischer model must be relied upon. The empirical shape/weighting factor can be solved for by
setting the Krischer model equal to the actual tested effective thermal conductivity. This will yield
a valid model based on empirical data for predicting the maximum degradation associated with
oxidation of IOZ in the coating system.

It is pertinent to discuss the fact that Step 2 is not absolutely required. Successful implementation
of the EMT model will allow for accurate prediction of coating performance without the necessity
of empirical data. This would be advantageous in predicting the thermal conductivity of an
unknown multi-constituent material with a completely random structure; however, without test
data, the uncertainty tolerance criteria cannot be confirmed. The overall purpose of the EMT
application in Step 2 is to demonstrate that while the cross-sectional view in Figure 2-1 indicates
the potential for a loosely coupled structure, the tested thermal performance of the coating
constituents do not behave in a manner consistent with that structure. As demonstrated by the
large uncertainty in the EMT application, there is virtually no coupling between the high
conductivity constituents.

a. Set the Krischer model equal to the tested value for the material thermal conductivity and
solve for Z, the empirical shape/weighting factor.

4. Now that the Krischer model is accurately benchmarked and an empirical shape/weighting factor
is determined, the zinc constituent thermal conductivity should be replaced with the value of zinc
oxide. This will conservatively model the effective thermal conductivity degradation associated
with oxidation of the zinc constituent.

a. Set kzmc = kzjncoxide in the benchmarked Krischer model and solve for the degraded coating
thermal conductivity.

5. Uncertainty propagation should be accomplished via application of square root sum of the
squares (SRSS).

WCAP-15846-NP Addendum 1 October 2013
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3 EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF METHOD

Table 3-1 shows the Carboline 1 I HSN constituents, volume fractions, and thermal conductivities used in
the IOZ coating system.

Table 3-1 [ r]b~c a,b,c

-t I 4

+ I +

+ I

The following Mathcad calculation, including comments, shows an example application of the
methodology for the Carboline 11 HSN system:

a,b,c

WCAP- 15846-NP Addendum I October 2013
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Step 1

In accordance with the literature, the Weiner bounds will be established using parallel and harmonic series

solutions:

To allow the kjparallel calculation to be displayed properly, the first four terms will be assigned to

variable A. a,b,c

I ]a,b,c The tested value is

within the Weiner bounds.

Step 2

To allow the EMT calculation to be displayed properly, the first six terms will be assigned to variables A

and B respectively:
a,b,c

I
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I

Ia~c

Step 3

[

I a~c
a,b,c

K
Step 4

a,b,c

To allow the kparallel calculation to be displayed properly, the first four terms will be assigned to
variable A:

LI
a,b,c

Once the Krischer model shape factor has been determhied, we can substitute the zinc thermal
conductivity with that of zinc oxide to understand the impact of all the elemental zihc oxidizing in the
coating system:

a,b,c
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Step 5

[

I ab,c
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I

]a,b,c

Conclusion

This assessment is conservative, because it preserves the new coating structure with the air porosity
maximized along with the maxhnum accounting of uncertainty. In reality, the porosity of the coating will
decrease as the zinc oxidizes and ages. This is because as the zinc combines with water vapor and air and
oxidizes, the oxide will displace the air pockets due to the reduction in density of zinc oxide from
elemental zinc. This is based on discussions with the Carboline coating vendor. If we assume that the air
pockets are eliminated and replaced with zinc oxides based on the density ratio, the coating system
thermal conductivity becomes:

a,b,c
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arb,c

This demonstrates that the zinc coating based on the empirical formulation of the Krischer shape factor
will cause the IOZ coating system to actually increase in thermal conductivity.

]C This overly conservative

approximation of the thermal conductivity increase is because as the air pockets are eliminated, the

Krischer model will actually trend closer to the parallel portion of the Weiner bounds, resulting in a larger
thermal conductivity than prediction.

II

] a,b,c
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4 LIMITS OF APPLICABILITY

This methodology is applicable for determining the maximum thermal conductivity degradation
effects associated with oxidation and aging of the IOZ coating system used on the AP1000 plant. The
methodology is only applicable if all of the constituent thermal conductivities and corresponding volume
fractions are known. This methodology requires empirical test data of a coating specimen (unless the
EMT model meets error tolerance criteria) to appropriately imiplement, so that the empirical
shape/weighting factor from the Krischer model can be determined.

WCAP- 15846-NP Addendum I October 2013
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5 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, if the methodology delineated in this document results in a value of thermal conductivity
greater than the value used in the design and licensing basis analysis, the analysis value is conservative
and conservatively bounds any thermal conductivity degradation effects associated with oxidation of the
coating system. This is because a higher thermal conductivity is better for heat transfer. Thus, a factor of
4 reduction in the tested IOZ thermal conductivity is not required to account for the effect of oxidation.

]a,b,c
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